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| Introduction to Game Design
Foundation
Game Design foundation is a 6 months intensive project-heavy course that focuses on
the core foundation of game design. During these 6 months, the students will go
through multiple projects to work on that they can use to build their portfolio. The
course is structured in such a way that anyone from any background can easily
understand and learn game design. Furthermore, the students will learn the 5
specializations of game design that every game designer must know. By the end of the
program, the student’s projects will be evaluated by professional game designers from
top game companies in India.

| What is game design?
Careers in Game Design have become very lucrative as the Gaming Industry grows at an
exponential rate. On the other hand, there are still misconceptions about Game Design in
India. Let's take a look at what Game Design actually is.


In simple concept, Game Design is the
practice of applying design principles to
video games. Game design involves
understanding game mechanics and using
creative thinking when considering game
ideas. Or designing a level while
understanding the player's psychology. 


In general, video game design is a mix of
creativity, story, and aesthetics, mixed with
technical expertise, which determines game
mechanics, balancing, etc. Designing games
is an enormous field of study that involves
not just knowing how and why to do a
certain thing but using your imagination to
come up with new ideas.

Due to its wide scope, Game Design offers a lot of career opportunities.
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| About 1UP Academy
We are educators and professionals and we believe in creating game creators. We at 1UP
Academy believe that empowering students interested in creating games with the right
skills and guidance can lead them to a career in gaming. Everyone has the potential to
become a professional game creator with the right skills and knowledge. In India. We
envision a future where there are quality game creators creating astounding games and
putting India at the forefront of the global gaming industry.


| About the Program
Game Design Foundation or GDF is a
specialization course in Game Design. In this
course, students will learn the basics of game
design to advance topics of game design.
There are 5 specialization subjects which are:

Level Design

UI/UX Design

Economy Design


Systems Design

Narrative Design

 



Students will be assigned multiple projects and assignments throughout the course. We will
go over Unity 3D game engine, Figma, and Photoshop to create 2D and 3D games that can
be added to their portfolio. 
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By the end of the course,
students will have:
A well-structured portfolio website.
2. Game Design Document of 2 different games with the game.

3. 1 Game Design Document of their dream game.
4. A 2D game. (Game Design document + Playable game + LDD)

5. A 3D game. (Game Design document + Playable game + LDD)
6. Unity 3D Playable level of a game (Playable + Showreel video + LDD)
Level design on different games using Mods or Level Editor according to their choice.
(Showreel Video + Images) 
8. Narrative game design document. 

Mockups, wireframes, and flowcharts for a video game’s UI/UX. (Images
+ Showreel videos)
Various video game Deconstruction (Blog)

An Economy System for a Simple F2P Game in a Spreadsheet.
Game balancing in a Spreadsheet.
How to crack interviews from top game companies in India for Game designers and Level
designers.
Understanding of Interview questions asked by recruiters.
Block-chain-based digital certificate.
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| Course Structure

Every Wednesday, we will unlock a new module for the students to study. That session will
be pre-recorded and will be unlocked at 10 AM. The student can watch the videos in their
own time. 



Live sessions will be held on Saturdays and Sundays for 2-3 hours, during which doubts of
students will be addressed, new topics (mostly practical) will be explained, and
assessments and goals will be assigned.


Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays are reserved for completing assignments and
researching given topics.

Along with the videos, students will receive PDFs, notes, and other study materials.
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| Course curriculum

MONTH 01

01

This will be an introductory week. Students will be given general
instructions about the course and instructors. Students will be
taught about the Game Production Pipeline and the essential skills
required by Game Designers to adapt to challenges that come up
during production.





02
Week

This week students will be taught how to effectively brainstorm
and come up with realistic and tangible ideas for video games.
Students will also be taught how to create a GDD (Game Design
Document) this week.


03
Week

This is the most important week. Students will be introduced to
how to construct gameplay using game mechanics and core game
design for any game. They will also learn about the player and
gameplay loops.


04
Week

Continuing from the last week, students will learn how to balance
game mechanics. And also about supplementary loops that
complement their core gameplay loop.


Week

5 Assignments
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MONTH 02

05

Having soft skills is crucial for game designers. The focus this week
will be on these skills. Time Management, Pitching Ideas, Risk
Management and Effective Prototyping will be covered here.


0
6
Week

This week's focus will be on Art for Designers. Students will learn
the fundamentals and then take part in a Photoshop workshop. 


0
7
Week

This week will be a glimpse into all the varied streams Game
Designers should get themselves familiarised with, such as Art,
Science, Culture, History, and much more.


0Week8

This will be an introduction week for game programming. Students
will be taught the very basics of the Unity 3D engine and basic
programming concepts.


Week

6 Assignments
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MONTH 03

09

This week will focus on going over Unity 2D concepts, such as
Sprites, Animation, 2D Physics, Tilemaps, 2D Colliders, and so on.
Students will be divided into groups and they will have 15 days to
come up with a base prototype for a 2D Game.


10
Week

This week is practical. All teams will be working on their
prototypes. If there are any doubts or assistance the students
need, they will be addressed here.


Week

11

This week focuses on 3D concepts in Unity. Such as Primitive
Types, Textures, Materials, Shaders, Lighting, and so on. Like the
previous project, the students will be divided into groups and they
will have 15 days to come up with a base prototype for a 3D Game.


12
Week

This week is practical. All teams will be working on their
prototypes. If there are any doubts or assistance the students
need, they will be addressed here.


Week

2 Projects
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MONTH 04

13

This week will focus on the theory and principles of all types of
games that have levels. Such as level design, environment design,
and puzzle design. 



14
Week

This will be a practical week. Students will be creating a demo level
in Unity, using standard unity assets.


15

This week will focus on UX/UI Design. Students will be taught the
importance of tutorials, on-boarding of players, wireframes, first
levels, and much more.


1Week
6

This will be a practical week. Students will be creating wireframes
for games using Figma.


Week

Week

4 Projects
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MONTH 05

17

The first week of Systems Design will concentrate on
deconstructing games. Why it is so important and why as
designers it is important to understand the various systems that
make up a video game.


1Week
8

This week focuses on Balance. Students will learn how each system
needs to be balanced for an overall experience while playing any
game.


1Week
9

As the name suggests, this week we will start by understanding
game economy design. Students will go over the most commonly
used strategies found in games and also understand player types
and the systems. There will also be a section dedicated to having
ethics while designing economy models.



20
Week

This week will focus on Narrative Design. Students will be taught
theories for story writing, such as the 3 Act Structure and the
Hero’s Journey.


Week

4 Projects
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MONTH 06

21

This week students will participate in a 7-day Game Jam and
compete for a prize.


22

This week students will start creating their portfolios. Some
industry tips and tricks will be shared with them and time will be
allocated to complete their portfolios.



23

At the beginning of this week, some tests commonly found during
interview processes of game studios will be shared with students.
The students will be encouraged to attempt this test with all the
knowledge they have gathered now. At the end of the week, the
instructors will be solving the test questions together with the
students, and answer any doubts they have till now.




24
Week

At the beginning of this week, some interview questions commonly
found during interview processes of game studios will be shared
with students. The students will be encouraged to prepare for the
interview. The questions will be based on the student’s test
submissions. At the end of the week, each student will attend a
mock interview.


Week

Week

Week

1 Game Jam

1 Company Test
Mock interview
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| Opportunities after completing the course


Skills Unlocked
Basic to Advanced Game Design Fundamentals
2D Level Design fundamentals

3D Level Design fundamentals
UI design fundamentals
Creating systems for games
Creating UI Mockups for games
Creating professional game design documents and level design documents
Creating game economy
Communication.

Deconstructing games.

Creating a professional portfolio website.

Unity game development for prototypes.

Cracking game design tests from top game companies.

Research for game design and marketplaces.

Creating Demo reels.

Pitching game ideas.

Basic graphic design in Photoshop.

Creating spreadsheets for game design.
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Career Paths Unlocked  
- Game Designer

- Game Level Designer

- Game Narrative Designer

- Game System Designer



- Game Economy Designer

- Game UI/UX Designer

- Game Feature Designer

| How to Enroll?

To register for the program, the student must complete an application form and go
through an onboarding process. We only accept students who have completed their 12th
grade. After submitting the application, the student will be required to deposit a token
amount in order to secure a seat in the batch. Our student counselor staff will support the
student throughout the process. Once all of the formalities are completed, the student will
be given access to the dashboard and their account information to log in. They can access
the live classes, as well as the video content and other study materials including PDFs and
notes, from their dashboard.
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| Contact

We are available Monday to Saturday from 10 AM to 7 PM

 

+9186381 98720 


+9199540 61551



Drop us an Email: contact@1upacademy.in


For more guidance and other free ebooks and webinars, subscribe to your
newsletter and stay updated.

1up_academy

1UP Academy

Gamify your world!

